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properties of who, with speech
BED OF OVID’S ION
PLURAL FUTURE
rouge aztèque
rose de siam
rouge listrac
To fly your kite: fold at 2. Then fold 1 and 3 together. Fold again at 4. After fold is in position, crease along vertical bottom lines to form a gentle curve. Attach kite string at 5, 6, 7. To fly your kite: fold at 2. Then fold 1 and 3 together. Fold again at 4. After fold is in position, crease along vertical bottom lines to form a gentle curve. Attach kite string at 5, 6, 7.
fleet
floating heel
Achilles
shrewdly
il flotante
flotilla few

& flicker
To explain multispectral imaging we must make a short digression into electromagnetic radiation. Which can be understood as waves of energy traveling through space. Radiation can vary in its intensity (that is how many waves are received or emitted with a certain
(Si ritira... (He withdraws) (il s’eclipse)
BUT THAT SPARKY BIRD KEEPS SHEDDING MUSIC
Unfinished drawing it is the unfinished drawing because it is the unfinished needing an answer now lacking, some thing that would complete it & make it finished,

make it whole or at least more of what isn’t there, or that there should be a word

but I can’t think of it and you might not need it, you might let it drop through

as if it were a stone no bigger than another stone, but not that the drawing is more or less empty